
Abstract

JAYACHANDRAN, AMIT. Fundamentals of Fiber Dispersion in Water. (Under the

direction of Dr. Ramasubramanian.)

The primary objective of this project was to provide fundamental knowledge of fiber

dispersion in water to the wet-lay nonwoven textile industry and set up the tools required to

develop apparatus and analysis methods capable of predicting whether a given fiber, fiber blend

or white water chemistry will provide a uniform, defect free fabric on commercial scale, wet lay

nonwoven machines.

Fluent 5.0 (CFD software) has been used to characterize fluid flow in a turbulent mixing

tank, understand the effects of addition and modification of baffles and describe the motional

behavior of fiber-representative particles in this flow domain. Experimental validation has been

performed to confirm the results of these simulations.

Image analysis techniques were used to automate detection and quantification of log and

rope defects and to measure uniformity of fiber dispersion on the hand sheets. These techniques

may be ported to effect online quality control of wet-laid fabrics.
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1. Introduction

1.1 The Wet-Lay Process

Wet-laid nonwovens are nonwovens made by a modified papermaking process. That is, the

fibers to be used are suspended in water. A major objective of wet-laid nonwoven manufacturing

is to produce structures with textile-fabric characteristics, primarily flexibility and strength, at

speeds approaching those associated with papermaking. Specialized paper machines are used to

separate the water from the fibers to form a uniform sheet of material, which is then bonded and

dried.

The wet-laid process has its origins in the manufacture of paper and was developed because

paper manufacturers wanted to be able to use uncut, long natural fibers and synthetic fibers in

addition to the usual raw materials without changing the process. Two fundamental reasons

account for physical property differences between paper and textiles. The first is the difference in

the raw materials each process uses. Papermaking fibers being short and fine, are able to pack

together into a dense structure. Chemical groups attached to their surfaces are able to form

hydrogen bonds with similar groups on neighboring fibers very easily. Textile fibers, on the other

hand, tend to be longer, stronger, and relatively inert when compared to papermaking fibers, The

second difference is the structure and the way individual fibers are arranged by the process to

make a finished product. In paper, the fibers overlap randomly and pack densely. In textiles, there

is a repeating unit structure which provides some extensibility in all directions, but which

preserves the basic strength and stability of the fabric (whether knit of woven). In light of the

characteristics of these raw materials and structure, you would expect paper to be weak, stiff

inextensible, smooth, and dense, while textiles would be stronger, softer, bulkier, more drapeable,

less smooth and more porous [1].

In theory, any natural or synthetic fiber could be used in the production of wet-laid

nonwovens. However, there are practical limitations on the use of many fibers (cost, availability,

priorities, etc). Some form of wood pulp is used in virtually all wet-laid nonwovens because of its

ease of handing, low cost, opacity, and chemical reactivity. Natural fibers other than wood pulp

remain of interest because they have valuable properties for specialized end-uses. They suffer

from unstable pricing and supply due to variations in climate, worldwide demand, and availability

of competing fibers. Some natural fibers - such as cotton linters, Manila hemp and cellulose

staple fibers - are used in wet-laid process.
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Synthetic fibers provide specialized properties, uniformity, and constancy of supply which

cannot be gotten by natural fibers. Some are used more widely than other. For example,

bicomponent fibers, which simultaneously provide both a structural element and a thermobonding

capability, have been used in specialized materials despite their high cost. Crimped fibers require

special dispersion and bonding techniques, but make a very soft and bulky product. The use of

rayon and polyester textile fibers with lengths exceeding 1.5 inches has been reported

sporadically. "Synthetic wood pulp" made from very short, shear-precipitated polyolefin fibers is

available and results in improved wet strength and other properties of wet-laid nonwovens.

Unfortunately, synthetic fibers for use in wet-laid nonwovens are 20 to 50% more expensive

than the same fiber in the form of textile staple, because the market is small relative to that for

textile fibers, and special handing and cutting are required. Specialty fibers such as low-melting

bicomponent fibers are even more expensive, and their manufacture is too small to allow

economies of scale to be fully realized.

In general, man-made fibers are longer, stronger, more uniform, and less compatible with

water than natural fibers. Their flexibility and length can mean that they entangle ("flocculate")

when they are dispersed in water, which either prevents or limits their use in nonwovens. Several

approaches have been developed to overcome this problem. For example, synthetic fiber

manufacturers offer fibers with proprietary chemical surface treatments, which improve

dispersion by overcoming the inherent hydrophobicity of the polymers from which the fibers are

made.

There are three characteristic stages in the manufacture of nonwoven bonded fabrics by the

wet-laid method [2]:

 

Figure 1.1: The Wet-lay Process
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•  Swelling and dispersion of the fiber in water; transport of the suspension on a continuous

traveling screen;

•  Continuous web formation on the screen as a result of filtration;

•  Drying and bonding of the web.

1.2 Wet-lay and the Project

Wet-lay nonwoven fabrics made from water-dispersed, uncrimped synthetic fibers are

almost always prone to defects. To make a satisfactory fabric, the fibers designed for wet-lay

nonwovens must disperse easily in water. Fibers that do not disperse too well (owing to various

factors) or that agglomerate after dispersion form a variety of defects that precipitate on the

fabric. Such defects can be broadly categorized into three types:

1. Logs or Sticks

These are bundles of fibers that have failed to disperse in the agitating tank and whose cut

ends remain aligned. These are usually formed because of under-agitation during initial

dispersion.

2. Ropes

These are fiber assemblages that have unaligned ends and that are clearly more agglomerated

than the average sample dispersion. They can be formed by either of two ways:

Bundles of fibers which are in the process of being dispersed, but not completely so, may get

transferred on to the forming mesh before being completely dispersed, or

Dispersed fibers can come together and entwine around one another and form ropes.

3. Fused Fibers

These are bundles of fibers fused at the cut ends or along the fiber length. These cannot be

separated by the shear forces in the mixing tank, and the research detailed here does not consider

fused fibers.

4. Clumps or dumbbells

These are assemblages of normal fibers snared by an overly long fiber.

  We plan to understand the nature of the flow regime in a turbulent mixing tank and the

behavior of fiber particles in this flow domain and identify the relation between the parameters of

the fiber, tank system, dispersion quality and stability, and how these, in turn, affect the formation

of defects on the fabric or hand sheets.
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1.3 PET

A polyester fiber is a " manufactured fiber in which the fiber forming substance is any long

chain synthetic polymer composed at least 85% by weight of an ester of a dihydric alcohol

(HOROH) and terephthalic acid (p-HOOC-C6H4COOH)". The most widely used polyester fiber

is made from the linear polymer poly (ethylene terephtalate), and this polyester class is generally

referred to simply as PET. High strength, high modulus, low shrinkage, heat set stability, light

fastness and chemical resistance account for the great versatility of PET [3].

1.4 Computational Fluid Dynamics – the software

All the fluid dynamics work done in this research has been performed on Fluent 5.0.

FLUENT is a state-of-the-art computer program for modeling fluid flow and heat transfer in

complex geometries. FLUENT provides complete mesh flexibility, solving your flow problems

with unstructured meshes that can be generated about complex geometries with relative ease.

Supported mesh types include 2D triangular/quadrilateral, 3D

tetrahedral/hexahedral/pyramid/wedge, and mixed (hybrid) meshes.  FLUENT also allows you to

refine or coarsen your grid based on the flow solution.

This solution-adaptive grid capability is particularly useful for accurately predicting flow

fields in regions with large gradients, such as free shear layers and boundary layers. In

comparison to solutions on structured or block structured grids, this feature significantly reduces

the time required to generate a "good" grid.  Solution-adaptive refinement makes it easier to

perform grid refinement studies and reduces the computational effort required to  achieve a

desired level of accuracy, since mesh refinement is limited to those regions where greater mesh

resolution is needed.

Figure 1.2: Repeat unit of PET
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FLUENT is written in the C computer language and makes full use of the flexibility and

power offered by the language. Consequently, true dynamic memory allocation, efficient data

structures, and flexible solver control are all made possible. In addition, FLUENT uses a

client/server architecture, which allows it to run as separate simultaneous processes on client

desktop workstations and powerful compute servers, for efficient execution, interactive control,

and complete flexibility of machine or operating system type.

All functions required to compute a solution and display the results are accessible in

FLUENT through an interactive, menu-driven interface. The user interface is written in a

language called Scheme, a dialect of LISP. The advanced user can customize and enhance the

interface by writing menu macros and functions

1.5 Image analysis

Industrial quality control of wet-laid nonwoven fabrics chiefly involves identification of

defective and usable fabrics using visual methods of inspection. This makes the whole process

very observer-dependent and gives way to gray areas as far as the exact definition of a “defect” is

concerned. At the outset of this area of the research, the idea was to explore the feasibility of

image analysis techniques so that the following objectives can be achieved:

•  To figure out a way to simplify the detection of defects.

•  To find a technique to establish a “benchmark” defining exactly what is a defect and what is

not.

•  To eliminate gray areas in quality control in order to easily point out permissible fabrics and

reject fabrics that are below the standard.

•  To find a reliable way to perform online quality control of wet-laid fabrics without much

human involvement once the standards and parameters for that particular fabric are set.

A further elaboration of the science of image analysis is excluded from this introduction

chiefly because there is a separate chapter entirely devoted to image analysis including a technical

introduction to its details, terminology and its relevance to the project. It was observed that

clubbing that information together into one chapter made much greater sense during perusal than

to separate the introduction and the main body of the research done in this area. Therefore, for

more information on this part of the project, it is suggested that the reader refer to chapter x.
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The next chapter deals with the background and the relevance of the thesis—why the project

was undertaken, the work presented in this area so far, and the goal behind continuing the

research already performed.

Chapter 3 enumerates the objectives of the research (what is to be done) and the

experimental approach (how it is to be done).

Chapter 4 describes the experimental design and setup and describes in detail the

specifications and configuration of the various equipment used such as the sample-capturing

device, the mixing tank, the baffles, the impeller and the fibers used for dispersion.

The simulations run on Fluent and the results, predictions, and the hypotheses formulated

from these results are all presented in chapter 5. As is the case for all simulations, these results

and derivatives need to be validated by pilot experiments and the results need to be recorded.

The subsequent chapter, chapter 6, describes the experimental validation performed and

documents the results and conclusions from these experiments.

Chapter 7 is a discourse into image analysis, its relevance and relation to this project and

explains exactly how several image analysis techniques have been adapted and integrated to

automate detection of fabric defects and measure fiber uniformity on fabric sheets.

Finally, to conclude, the last chapter summarizes all the conclusions drawn from the research

project as a whole and recommends further steps to be taken to move in the right direction for

continuing this research.
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2. Background

Synthetic fibers, because of the manufacturing process, come in separable clumps or logs. It

is in the dispersion tank that these clumps are separated into individual fibers through the shear

exerted on them by the flow field. This shear force is resisted by surface tension, friction, and

fiber fusion forces, and for dispersion to occur, the following inequality must be satisfied [4]:

Fs > Fσ + Fµ + Ff

Where

Fs  = shear force exerted on the bundles of fiber

Fσ  = surface tension force

Fµ  = friction force

Ff   = forces from polymer fusion or incipient fusion

Bundles that do not satisfy this inequality can never be dispersed in the shear field specified

by Fs. When the shear force exceeds the resistance forces, the chip (bundle) will disperse if stirred

long enough but if the shear forces do not exceed the resistance forces, the log is stable in the

shear field and even an infinite mixing time will not prevent the bundle from causing a log defect

in the fabric. Fiber type also has a powerful effect on log dispersion rate. Improvements can be

made in reducing the number of log defects by improving surface finish and fiber characteristics.

Fiber diameter (denier per filament) is a somewhat weaker variable. Dispersion rate generally

improves as denier increases. The fiber cut length has a weak effect on dispersion rate [5].

At any rate, log defects and their formation are quite well understood, and have been

characterized by equations. Rope defects, however, are not as well understood and further work

needs to be done to properly characterize their formation. Ropes form when fibers encounter a

vortex that is about the size of the fiber. Under such conditions, fibers are twisted into a string, or

n extreme cases, they form agglomerates resembling the strands on a rag mop. Thus fiber supply,

which plays an important role in the formation of log and dumbbell defects, is not a factor is rope

formation. Previous studies, such as done by Shiffler [5], indicate that vortex flow has a powerful

effect on rope formation. The rope-formation rate was found to be approximately 10 times greater

in the vortex flow than in the rolling flow. Rope formation probably does not occur on a large

scale during dispersion in large commercial agitators. It is more likely that a lot of the ropes are

formed in the approach piping, since these vortices are on the same scale as the fiber length.

Limited experience on a 0.9-m pilot paper machine tends to confirm this hypothesis. Surprisingly,
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many of the ropes formed in the vortex proved to be redispersible when the vortex was removed.

This effect was discovered by stirring the fibers with alternately nonvortexing and vortexing flow.

Many of the ropes formed during initial dispersion will redisperse in devices such as the fan

pump. These ropes will not re-form if the approach piping is free of vortices on the scale of the

fiber length. Thus vortex elimination, or damping in the approach piping, is a key factor in

minimizing roping. Vortices are typically caused by

•  Orifice plates used to measure flow rates

•  Butterfly valves

•  Gate valves or knife valves used for metering

•  Dead-end tees in the piping

•  Sharp elbows

•  Instrumentation probes

•  Abrupt reductions in pipe diameter

•  Improperly designed pumps

•  Improperly designed agitators

Rope formation can be reduced through careful elimination of vortices. Viscosity boosters,

which damp the violence of vortices, are also effective in reducing rope formation. Improvements

in dispersion rate also may increase the occurrence of rope defects, just as they do in the case of

dumbbell formation. As dispersion improves, the fibers are present in more finely divided and

thus lower-modulus form, which makes them more easily twisted.

This project and the research done herein takes a few steps in that direction and sets up tools

and builds a foundation for carrying out further work in the area of formation of rope and log

defects.

Evaluating the processing potential for a new fiber, fiber blend, or white water chemical

additive in wet lay nonwovens currently requires either testing on a wet lay machine or evaluation

in hand sheets. Both routes have serious disadvantages

This project focuses on developing methods to measure and scientifically understand the

three important aspects leading to a well-dispersed fiber/water system, which is insensitive to

flow disturbances:

•  The kinetics of initial fiber dispersion

•  The rate at which a good dispersion degenerates into ropes or other defects when exposed to

vortices in the suspending medium
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•  The rate and degree to which defect formation is affected when the size and intensity of

vortices are changed.

There is a definite relationship between the flow field in the dispersion tank, the tank

dimensions and the impeller geometry that affects the dispersion and agglomeration of added

fibers. In addition, there is equilibrium between dispersion and reflocculation and may be

governed by a chemical kinetics model. Further, the fiber stiffness and aspect ratio play a part in

this process of dispersion and reflocculation.

We plan to further understand the nature of the flow regime in a turbulent mixing tank and

the behavior of fiber particles in this flow domain and identify the relation between the

parameters of the fiber, tank system, dispersion quality and stability.
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3. Objectives and Experimental Approach

3.1 Objectives of the Research

1. Identify and understand the effects of flow vortices, tank geometry, impeller and baffle

system on the agglomeration of fibers and potential formation of defects.

2. Perform a thorough fluid dynamics analysis of design of tank, impeller, and baffles and

study the effect of varying these parameters.

3. Understand the reformation of ropes and offer design solutions for the flow path.

4. Deliver methods to maintain the uniform dispersion of fibers in water.

5. Provide apparatus and analysis methods capable of predicting whether a given fiber, fiber

blend or white water chemistry will provide a uniform, defect free fabric on commercial

scale wet lay nonwoven machines.

6. Use these methods to evaluate fibers and water additives as required by the membership.

7. Publish the methods for general use.
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3.2 Experimental Approach

The following points constitute the approach taken towards realizing the objectives outlined

above.

•  Use CFD software, FLUENT 5.0, to simulate models of the experimental apparatus and use

these to study and characterize the behavior of solid particles (representative of fibers) in the

flow field as a function of flow and mechanical design parameters.

With the aid of the results from step 1, develop a dispersion tank or fluid flow system

capable of:

� Favorable flow conditions for initial dispersion characterization.

� Rapid change to vortex flow to study defect formation

� Rapid change back to favorable flow conditions to study defect redispersion.

•  Design and fabricate a collector capable of collecting a hand sheet or other sample from the

tank or fluid flow system.

•  Define methods to quantify and characterize defects and dispersion quality for the sample

collected above using image analysis techniques (automatic defect detection methods and

uniformity tests).

Develop physical model to describe

� Initial dispersion kinetics

� Defect formation in vortices

� Defect redispersion kinetics.

Apply these methods to fiber and white water chemistry candidates of interest to the

Nonwovens Cooperative Research Center membership.
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4. Experimental Design and Setup

4.1 Sample Capturing device

To capture samples from the mixing tank, a sample-capturing device was used. This was

fabricated using a frame consisting of a badminton racket. The nylon gutting was removed and

replaced by stainless steel woven wire cloth of 16 x 16 mesh, 0.023” diameter. This configuration

of mesh structure was arrived at after extensive experimentation with different types of meshes.

Some have holes that are too large (so that the fibers actually escape through them) while other

meshes proved too small (in which case the there was too much drag force on the device when

dipping in to the mixing tank).

4.2 Mixing Tank

It is not always possible to optimize the mixer design for a given process is the tank design is

fixed. This is especially true if we must use existing vessels. Tank geometry plays an important

role in the final mixer design. In some cases, it might be less costly in the long run to start with

the proper tank design, rather than designing a mixer around a fixed tank geometry.

In general, the best tank design results in a Z/T range of 1.0 to 1.2. This refers to the ratio of

the static liquid depth, Z, to the tank diameter, T. This Z/T range allows an optimum distribution

of power and optimum power input in most cases. However, if conditions do dictate another Z/T

ratio, the minimum normal operating level, Z, should be about one-third of the tank diameter [6].

The mixing tank used initially for the experiments was the Neue Bruderhaus wet-lay tank at

the Nonwovens Laboratory at the College of Textiles. It is 1.195m high and 0.772m in diameter.

This tank employs an offset impeller to promote necessary circulation and welling flow. This is

not the most efficient or appropriate way of breaking up the large central vortex that is observed

in mixing tanks with a centrally located impeller. Hence, for most of the later experiments, the

mixing tank used was a 55-gallon drum. Baffles were added into the mixing tank and an impeller

was placed in the center.

Dimensions of tank used:

Diameter: 22.5”; Height: 31.5”
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4.3 Baffles

Baffles are conventionally flat plates; usually four in number, equally spaced and attached to

the vessel wall. Without baffles, swirling and vortexing results and very little real mixing takes

place. An unbaffled tank has virtually no vertical currents and no velocity gradients, both of

which are necessary for mixing. Furthermore, the vortex formed in the absence of baffles may

incorporate air bubbles producing an undesirable chemical effect (eg. Oxidation), or an

undesirable physical effect (e.g., frothing, foaming). Baffles assure that the entire batch will pass

through the zone of the impeller where there is maximum agitation intensity. Other effects of

baffles are that they:

•  Promote the flow pattern required for the process,

•  Direct flow from the impeller, producing the required vertical currents and velocity

gradients,

•  Change the flow from a rotary (essentially static) pattern to a mixing pattern.

•  Greatly improve mixer loading accuracy,

•  Assure a stable, consistent power draw,

•  Prevent excessive swirling, vortexing and air induction,

•  Produce more uniform, radial shaft loads (less buffeting) – a mechanical design

consideration, which allows longer shaft lengths.

An unbaffled system would produce wide power variations, making efficient loading

difficult and motor underloading probable. Without baffles, only the simplest agitation could be

accomplished – requiring an extremely low power input.

Wider baffles produce slightly stronger vertical mixing currents but they may also act as

flow dampeners by reducing the mass flow and prohibitively reducing rotary motion (some rotary

motion is always required).

For most of the experiments, four baffles were used, located 90 degrees apart around the

tank, with a width of 1/12th of the tank diameter (for optimal mixing for low viscosity) and

extending vertically along the straight side of the tank.

Dimensions of baffles used:

Width: 1.875” Height: 31.5”
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4.4 Impeller Specifications

Impellers, better known as propellers when unshrouded or not placed within a duct, are a

product of an extensive evolutionary process. Original conceptions date back to Leonardo da

Vinci's aerial screw and subsequent applied dynamics for marine use. Current generation

impellers are a combination of the Archimedian screw (similar to a helicoil) and Conoidal

propeller (sections of the helicoil removed).

There are many facets of impeller design that are critical to producing thrust. The following

terms and explanations are listed for reference purposes...

Leading edge: that part of the impeller nearest the front of the pump.

Trailing edge: that part of the impeller nearest the rear of the pump.

Blade tip: the part of the blade nearest the liner or wear ring.

Blade face: the side of the blade facing the rear of the pump, known as the positive pressure

side of the blade.

Blade back: the side of the blade facing the front of the pump, known as the negative

pressure side of the blade.

Blade root: the point at which the blade attaches to the hub.

Hub: the center of the impeller that fits over the drive shaft.

Pitch: the theoretical travel of the impeller through a mass per revolution.

Straight pitch: the pitch is constant from the leading edge to the trailing edge of the

impeller.

Progressive pitch: the pitch increases from the leading edge to the trailing edge.

Variable pitch: the pitch increases from the leading edge to the trailing edge, and from the

hub to outer tip.

Rake: the angle of the impeller blade in correspondence to the impeller shaft or hub.

Parabolic rake: the off-center development of a concave area on the blade.

Diameter: the overall width of the impeller from blade tip to blade tip.

Overlapping blades: the amount of blade surface covered or hidden by another blade when

viewed from the front or rear of the impeller.

Kick: the area nearest the trailing edge of the blade that adds more pitch relative to its

original chord.
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Sweep/skew: the radius of the leading edge in relation to the hub.

Cup: a radius on the blade face at the outside edge of the blade that controls deflection and

accelerates water.

Number of blades: this is self-explanatory.

Blade thickness: this is also self-explanatory.

Angle of attack: this is a line relevant to the surface of the water and the angle the hull is

achieving on plane.

Several terms relevant to impeller technology:

Stators: The directing vanes located immediately aft of the trailing edge of the impeller that

re-direct spiraling flow into straighter trajectory.

Venturi: the shroud aft of the stators that compresses (accelerates) water to a greater

velocity.

Gullet: the area forward of the impeller known as the intake housing to channel water

toward the impeller via vacuum.

Driveshaft: the shaft that connects the engine to the jet-pump and transfers torque to the

impeller.

Cavitation: the separation or implosion of air and water and the heat associated.

Ventilation: the induction of air into the intake gullet due to excess speed or lift, thus

breaking vacuum.

Slip: the difference between actual and theoretical travel of a blade and the loss of efficiency

created.

Impellers, better known as propellers when unshrouded or not placed within a duct, are a

product of an extensive evolutionary process. Original conceptions date back to Leonardo da

Vinci's aerial screw and subsequent applied dynamics for marine use. Current generation

impellers are a combination of the Archimedian screw (similar to a helicoil) and Conoidal

propeller (sections of the helicoil removed).

There are many facets of impeller design that are critical to producing thrust. The following

terms and explanations are listed for reference purposes...
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Leading edge: that part of the impeller nearest the front of the pump.

Trailing edge: that part of the impeller nearest the rear of the pump.

Blade tip: the part of the blade nearest the liner or wear ring.

Blade face: the side of the blade facing the rear of the pump, known as the positive pressure

side of the blade.

Blade back: the side of the blade facing the front of the pump, known as the negative

pressure side of the blade.

Blade root: the point at which the blade attaches to the hub.

Hub: the center of the impeller that fits over the drive shaft.

Pitch: the theoretical travel of the impeller through a mass per revolution.

Straight pitch: the pitch is constant from the leading edge to the trailing edge of the

impeller.

Progressive pitch: the pitch increases from the leading edge to the trailing edge.

Variable pitch: the pitch increases from the leading edge to the trailing edge, and from the

hub to outer tip.

Rake: the angle of the impeller blade in correspondence to the impeller shaft or hub.

Parabolic rake: the off-center development of a concave area on the blade.

Diameter: the overall width of the impeller from blade tip to blade tip.

Overlapping blades: the amount of blade surface covered or hidden by another blade when

viewed from the front or rear of the impeller.

Kick: the area nearest the trailing edge of the blade that adds more pitch relative to its

original chord.

Sweep/skew: the radius of the leading edge in relation to the hub.

Cup: a radius on the blade face at the outside edge of the blade that controls deflection and

accelerates water.

Number of blades: this is self-explanatory.

Blade thickness: this is also self-explanatory.

Angle of attack: this is a line relevant to the surface of the water and the angle the hull is

achieving on plane.
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Several terms relevant to impeller technology:

Stators: The directing vanes located immediately aft of the trailing edge of the impeller that

re-direct spiraling flow into straighter trajectory.

Venturi: the shroud aft of the stators that compresses (accelerates) water to a greater

velocity.

Gullet: the area forward of the impeller known as the intake housing to channel water

toward the impeller via vacuum.

Driveshaft: the shaft that connects the engine to the jet-pump and transfers torque to the

impeller.

Cavitation: the separation or implosion of air and water and the heat associated.

Ventilation: the induction of air into the intake gullet due to excess speed or lift, thus

breaking vacuum.

Slip: the difference between actual and theoretical travel of a blade and the loss of efficiency

created.

The current state of impeller development is somewhat evolutionary, as opposed to

revolutionary. Still one fact remains; a ducted propeller (shrouded) produces greater efficiency

than its open counter-part. The reason is simple. The duct controls water and forces it backwards

as opposed to a propeller, which allows water (or air) to slip outwards.

Impellers work on the principal of positive and negative pressure, or the push/pull concept.

As a blade rotates, it pushes water back (and outwards due to centrifugal force). At the same time,

water must rush in to fill the space left behind the blade. This results in a pressure differential

between the two sides of the blade: a positive pressure, or pushing effect on the blade face and a

negative pressure, or pulling effect, on the blade back. This action, of course, occurs on all the

blades around the full circle of rotation.

Thrust is created by water being drawn into the impeller and accelerated out the back.

However, due to the spiraling effect (vortex) of water leaving the trailing edge of the blade it

must pass through stators (straightening vanes) to "true" its trajectory. Stators also increase

velocity by "catapulting" water, similar to the way a "kick" works on the trailing edge of a blade.

There have been a variety of impeller designs introduced through-out the development of the

mixing tank. Many of the designs have good technical merit but in actual application, do not work
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as effectively as theorized. The following details some of the major leaps forward in impeller

design including a few that are not so good.

Stainless steel: The first big leap forward was the use of stainless steel in place of

aluminum. This decreased the necessary amount of metal needed for strength and thus increased

the area available to create thrust. This also decreased the hub diameter making for a larger area

in which water could pass through the pump.

Overlapping blades: The next big step was over-lapping blades which gave an increased

blade area to accelerate water while increasing vacuum, critical to bringing more water up into

the gullet and thus producing more thrust. There comes a point of redundancy with overlapping

blades in that increasing blade length much further brings us full circle back into complete

convolution. (Leonardo de Vinci)

Progressive pitch Smaller pitch gives greater acceleration, but reduces top speed. Larger

pitch decreases acceleration, but increases top speed. By combining smaller pitch at the leading

edge and transitioning to a larger pitch at the trailing edge, you effectively get the best of both

worlds. However, progressive pitch has limitations when coupled with over-lapping blades!

There comes a point where the leading edge of the blade begins shutting off area to the blade

behind it. This becomes more pronounced in a helicoil design.

Progressive pitch technology allows the impeller to grab a given mass of water per blade at a

given pitch angle (the lower pitch number) and transition it into a more aggressive pitch (the

larger number). This concept works much like a catapult. At the same time, a smaller pitched

leading edge reduces laminar separation due to a lower pitch angle. Laminar separation results in

cavitation, or the separation of air from water. A larger pitched leading edge can grab too much

water, thus over-loading the engine and reducing acceleration. If the leading edge angle is too

aggressive it creates a paddle effect that "slaps" water as opposed to transitioning the water along

the blade.

If one examines a progressive pitch impeller from the side, one will see the pitch angle of the

blade is constant where it is attached to the hub, but the outer edges of the blade are not. This is

where the term progressive comes from. The reason this system works is because it connects

three basic principles—acceleration, centrifugal force and velocity. As water enters the leading

edge of the blade, it is accelerated. During transition to the trailing edge, the constant chord of the

blade near the hub and the increasing size of the hub, work with centrifugal force to push (and

pull) water toward the outside edge of the blade. This results in a collective action that increases
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the velocity of the water exiting the blade. Although water is not compressible, this system

somewhat emulates compression.

Kicks: Once water begins acceleration from the leading edge to the trailing edge, it can be

catapulted (nominally) to increase velocity. There comes a point of diminishing returns on this as

well, i.e., reduced rpm, cavitation, etc.

Sweeps: Mariner introduced this design a couple of years ago to the watercraft industry.

However, they are not to be credited with the origination of the technology. It has been around for

many years in Australian Jet Boat Racing. The design has good technical merit but inherent

limitations. A swept leading edge will slice through water, reducing cavitation, as opposed to a

straight, perpendicular to the hub leading edge that "chops" through water (the industry standard),

thus increasing laminar separation at the tip. Also, a swept design can offer more blade area that

results in greater vacuum. Unfortunately, this design is not conducive to progressive pitch, which

is far more valuable.

Narrow Hubs: This dates back to the stainless instead of aluminum theory. A narrow hub

allows more water though and gives more blade area for acceleration. What is most valuable

about narrow hub designs is the reduction of blowout at the leading edge of the hub.

Composites: The product was made available by a pioneer in the jet-pump industry and has

strong technical merit if connected to the proper design and material. Composites are lighter, thus

allowing faster acceleration and potentially increased RPM’s, due to less rotating mass. American

Turbine brought this to the market only to find that the watercraft industry was dominated by

names like Scat-Trak and Solas, and nobody paid attention to them, so they pulled out. It’s

unfortunate that many new technologies do not find their place in the market because of

consumer skepticism and lack of education.

Rake: Recently, an unheard of manufacturer, Nu-Jet, introduced an impeller featuring an

aggressive rake, without overlapping blades. The Nu-Jet Destroyer has merit, similar to a chopper

prop in outboard performance circles, but with the outer edge of the blade cut-off. Without

overlapping blades, this impeller may not create the vacuum necessary to keep a personal

watercraft traveling at 60 mph glued to the water. Vacuum is the most essential ingredient in jet-

pump performance and watercraft handling. With the right pitch, this design could produce

greater acceleration and top speed in smooth water, but may limit performance in rough water due

to the loss in vacuum. Their ads reference "backlash from over-lapping blades". In theory, this is

true, similar to "blade-slap" with rotors on a helicopter when descending. In a jet pump

application, this would only take place if the volume available between the blade-face and the
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blade-back at the entrance exceeded that area available at expulsion. The rake of the Nu-Jet

impeller is so aggressive that it would be impossible to have overlapping blades given the hub

length available.

The function of any mixing impeller is to dissipate energy in the form of flow and head.

Impeller characteristics must be consistent with the demands of a given process or operation. The

majority of industrial mixer applications are more sensitive to flow than to impeller head (shear).

Rotating mixing impellers transmit mixing energy in both forms (flow and head). The portion

devoted to either of these two components of mixing is largely controlled by impeller design.

The most important factors in the design of a mixing impeller are:

•  Size (diameter) relative to vessel size

•  Speed, RPM

•  Geometry (number, width and angle of blades, shape, pitch, etc.)

All of these factors are required in defining the mixer input to the system. In very viscous

fluids, which offer a high resistance to flow, very large, low-speed impellers (high impeller

diameter/tank diameter ratios) are generally required to ensure that the entire tank content is

blended. The other end of the spectrum uses thin-bladed, small diameter impellers at very high

speeds (tip speeds of 5 or 6 thousand feet per minute (1500 to 1800 m/min, for example, for paint

pigment dispersion and overall circulation.

Both shear rate and flow are required in all mixing operations. A proper balance of the two is

necessary for an optimum impeller design. Therefore, a large impeller operating at a low speed

must produce the mass flow required for circulation while maintaining a low level of turbulence,

which is required for blending. Conversely, a dispersing impeller must provide the high intensity

input required for the dispersion while also providing enough flow for recirculation through the

high intensity zone of the impeller.

Impeller dimensions and location:

Impeller depth from the bottom of the tank should ideally be about 1/3rd the static height of

the liquid level in the tank. For the 55-gallon tank used in most of our experiments, impeller

depth used was 10.5” from bottom of the tank. Impeller diameter was about 1/3rd the tank

diameter – 7.5”.
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4.5 Fibers used

The initial experiments on the tank were run using 0.25” PET fibers at 0.01% concentration

by mass (to emulate head-box concentration). The later experiments, which were performed to

confirm simulation predictions regarding modified baffles, were performed using 0.25” (1.5

denier), 0.5” (1.5 denier), and 1.5” (15 denier) long chopped strand PET fibers.
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5. Simulations and Predictions

All the simulations for this project used Fluent 5.0, a computational fluid dynamics software.

FLUENT is a state-of-the-art computer program for modeling fluid flow and heat transfer in

complex geometries. FLUENT provides complete mesh flexibility, solving your flow problems

with unstructured meshes that can be generated about complex geometries with relative ease.

Supported mesh types include 2D triangular/quadrilateral, 3D

tetrahedral/hexahedral/pyramid/wedge, and mixed (hybrid) meshes.  FLUENT also allows you to

refine or coarsen your grid based on the flow solution.

This solution-adaptive grid capability is particularly useful for accurately predicting flow

fields in regions with large gradients, such as free shear layers and boundary layers. In

comparison to solutions on structured or block-structured grids, this feature significantly reduces

the time required to generate a "good" grid.  Solution-adaptive refinement makes it easier to

perform grid refinement studies and reduces the computational effort required to  achieve a

desired level of accuracy, since mesh refinement is limited to those regions where greater mesh

resolution is needed.

FLUENT is written in the C computer language and makes full use of the flexibility and

power offered by the language. Consequently, true dynamic memory allocation, efficient data

structures, and flexible solver control are all made possible. In addition, FLUENT uses a

client/server architecture, which allows it to run as separate simultaneous processes on client

desktop workstations and powerful compute servers, for efficient execution, interactive control,

and complete flexibility of machine or operating system type.

All functions required to compute a solution and display the results are accessible in

FLUENT through an interactive, menu-driven interface. The user interface is written in a

language called Scheme, a dialect of LISP. The advanced user can customize and enhance the

interface by writing menu macros and functions
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5.1 Basic physical models

FLUENT provides comprehensive modeling capabilities for a wide range of incompressible

and compressible, laminar and turbulent fluid flow problems. In FLUENT, a broad range of

mathematical models for transport phenomena (like heat transfer and chemical reactions) is

combined with the ability to model complex geometries.  The range of problems that can be

addressed is very wide. Examples of FLUENT applications include laminar non-Newtonian flow

modeling in process equipment, turbulent heat transfer in turbomachinery and automotive engine

components, pulverized coal combustion in utility boilers, compressible jets in process

equipment, external aerodynamics,  and compressible reacting flow in solid rocket motors.

To permit modeling of fluid flow and related transport phenomena in industrial equipment

and processes, various useful features are provided. These include porous media, lumped

parameter (fan and heat exchanger), streamwise-periodic flow and heat transfer, swirl, and

moving reference frame models. The moving reference frame family of models includes the

ability to model single or multiple reference frames. A time-accurate sliding mesh method, useful

for modeling multiple stages in turbomachinery applications, for example, is also provided, along

with the mixing plane model for computing time-averaged flow fields.

Another very useful set of models in FLUENT is the set of discrete phase models. These

models can be used to analyze sprays and particle-laden flows in equipment like cyclones and

aircraft-engine inlets. Several models for multiphase flows are also available, and can be used, for

example, to predict jet breakup, the motion of liquid after a dam break, cavitation, sedimentation,

and separation.

Robust and accurate turbulence models are a vital component of the FLUENT suite of

models.  The turbulence models provided have a broad range of applicability without the need for

fine tuning to a specific application, and they include the effects of other physical phenomena,

such as buoyancy and compressibility.  Particular care has been devoted to addressing issues of

near-wall accuracy via the use of extended wall functions and zonal models.

Various modes of heat transfer can be modeled, including natural, forced, and mixed

convection with or without added complications such as conjugate heat transfer, porous media,
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etc. The set of radiation models and related submodels for modeling participating media are

general and can take into account the complications of combustion. A particular strength of

FLUENT is its ability to model combustion phenomena via eddy dissipation models or

probability density function models. A host of other models that are very useful for combustion

applications are also available, including coal and droplet combustion and pollutant formation

models.

5.2 Continuity and momentum equations

For all flows, FLUENT solves conservation equations for mass and momentum. For flows

involving heat transfer or compressibility, an additional equation for energy conservation is

solved. For flows involving species mixing or reactions, a species conservation equation is solved

or, if the PDF model is used, conservation equations for the mixture fraction and its variance are

solved.  Additional transport equations are also solved when the flow is turbulent.

In this section, the conservation equations for laminar flow (in an inertial (non-accelerating)

reference frame) are presented.

5.2.1 Mass conservation equation:

The equation for conservation of mass, or continuity equation, can be written as follows:

( )∂ρ
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The Mass Conservation Equation is the general form of the mass conservation equation and

is valid for incompressible as well as compressible flows.  The source Sm the mass added to the

continuous phase from the dispersed second phase  (e.g., due to vaporization of liquid droplets)

and any user-defined sources.

For 2D axisymmetric geometries, the continuity equation is given by
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where x is the axial coordinate, r is the radial coordinate, u is the axial velocity, and v is the

radial velocity.

5.2.2 Momentum conservation equations

Conservation of momentum in the i direction in an inertial (non-accelerating) reference

frame is described by:
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where p is the static pressure, τ ij  is the stress tensor (described below), and ρgi  and Fi are

the gravitational body force and external body forces (e.g., that arise from interaction with the

dispersed phase) in the i direction, respectively. Fi also contains other model-dependent source

terms such as porous-media and user-defined sources.

The stress tensor τ ij  is given by
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where µ  is the molecular viscosity and the second term on the right hand side is the effect

of volume dilation.

For 2D axisymmetric geometries, the axial and radial momentum conservation equations are

given by
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and w is the swirl velocity.

5.3 Swirling and rotating flows

Many important engineering flows involve swirl or rotation and FLUENT is well-equipped

to model such flows.  Swirling flows are  common in combustion, with swirl introduced in

burners and combustors in order to increase residence time and stabilize the flow pattern.

Rotating flows are also encountered in turbomachinery, mixing tanks, and a variety of other

applications.

When you begin the analysis of a rotating or swirling flow, it is essential that you classify

your problem into one of the following five categories of flow:

•  axisymmetric flows with swirl or rotation

•  fully three-dimensional swirling or rotating flows

•  flows requiring a rotating reference frame

•  flows requiring multiple rotating reference frames or mixing planes

•  flows requiring sliding meshes

Modeling and solution procedures for the first two categories are presented in  this section.

The remaining three, which all involve "moving zones", are discussed in Flows in Moving Zones.

5.4 Flows in Moving zones

The solution of flows in moving reference frames requires the use of "moving" cell zones.

This cell zone motion is interpreted as the motion of a reference frame to which the cell zone is

attached. With this capability, a wide variety of problems that involve moving parts can be set up

and solved using the CFD software.

Problems that can be addressed include the following:

•  flow in a (single) rotating frame
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•  flow in multiple rotating and/or translating reference  frames

The single rotating frame option can be used to model flows in turbomachinery, mixing

tanks, and related devices. In each of these cases, the flow is unsteady in an inertial frame (i.e., a

domain fixed in the laboratory frame) because the rotor/impeller blades sweep the domain

periodically. However, in the absence of stators or baffles, it is possible to perform calculations in

a domain that moves with the rotating part. In this case, the flow is steady relative to the rotating

(non-inertial) frame, which simplifies the analysis.

If stators or baffles are present in addition to a rotor or impeller, then it is not possible to

render the computational problem steady by choosing a calculation domain that rotates with the

rotor or impeller.  This situation occurs, for example, in turbomachinery applications where rotor

and stator blades are in close proximity (and hence rotor-stator interaction is important). Three

approaches may be explored to address this class of problems:

•  the multiple reference frame (MRF) model

•  the mixing plane model

•  the sliding mesh model

Both the MRF and mixing plane models assume that the flow field is steady, with the rotor-

stator or impeller-baffle effects being accounted for by approximate means. These can be

acceptable models in cases where the rotor-stator interaction is weak or an approximate solution

for the system is desired. The sliding mesh model, on the other hand, assumes that the flow field

is unsteady, and hence models the interaction with complete fidelity. This is the model of choice

if rotor-stator interaction is strong and a more accurate simulation of the system is desired. Note,

however, that because the sliding mesh model requires an unsteady numerical solution, it is

computationally more demanding than the MRF and mixing plane models.

Flow in a rotating reference frame

When one creates a model using FLUENT, one is typically modeling the flow in an inertial

reference frame (i.e., in a non-accelerating coordinate system).  However, FLUENT also has the

ability to model flows in an accelerating reference frame.  In this situation, the acceleration of the

coordinate system is included in the equations of motion describing the flow.  A common

example of an accelerating reference frame in engineering applications is flow in rotating

equipment.  Many such flows can be modeled in a coordinate system that is moving with the

rotating equipment and thus experiences a constant acceleration in the radial direction.  This class

of rotating flows can be treated using the rotating reference frame capability in FLUENT.
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Applications involving rotating reference frame:

Several examples of problems can be modeled using a rotating reference frame.  The

applications illustrated here include:

•  Impellers in mixing tanks (without baffles)

•  Rotating turbomachinery blades (centrifugal impellers, axial fans, etc.)

•  Flows in rotating passages  (e.g., cooling ducts, secondary air flow circuits, and disk cavities

in rotating equipment)

When such problems are defined in a rotating reference frame, the rotating boundaries

become stationary relative to the rotating frame, since they are moving at the same speed as the

reference frame.

5.5 Modeling impeller-baffle (rotor-stator) interaction

Rotor-stator interaction problems cannot be modeled by a simple coordinate transformation

to a rotating reference frame.  In FLUENT, rotor-stator interaction must be treated by applying

the MRF, mixing plane, or sliding mesh approach.

Multiple reference frame (MRF) model:

FLUENT provides three approaches for modeling problems that involve both stationary and

moving zones:

•  the multiple reference frame (MRF) model

•  the mixing plane model

•  the sliding mesh model

The MRF model is the simplest of the three. It is a steady-state approximation in which

individual cell zones move at different rotational/translational speeds.  This approach is

appropriate when the flow at the boundary between these zones is nearly uniform ("mixed out").

This was the approach and model used while simulating the flow of water in a 3D mixing tank

with baffles.

While the multiple reference frame approach is clearly an approximation, it  can provide a

reasonable model of the time-averaged flow for many applications. For example, the MRF model

can be used for a turbomachinery application in which rotor-stator interaction is relatively weak.

In mixing tanks, since the impeller-baffle interactions are relatively weak, large-scale transient
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effects are not present and the MRF model can be used.  In general, any problems where

transients due to rotor-stator interaction are small are candidates for the MRF model.

Another potential use of the MRF model is to compute a flow field that can be used as an

initial condition for a transient sliding mesh calculation. This eliminates the need for a startup

calculation. The multiple reference frame model should not be used, however, if it is necessary to

actually simulate the transients that may occur in strong impeller-baffle interactions. For such

cases, the sliding mesh model should be used.

For a mixing tank with a single impeller, one can define a rotating reference frame that

encompasses the impeller and the flow surrounding it, and use a stationary frame for the flow

outside the impeller region. Steady-state flow conditions are assumed at the interface between the

two reference frames.  That is, the velocity at the interface must be the same (in absolute terms)

for each reference frame. The grid does not move.

5.6 Turbulent Flows

Turbulent flows are characterized by fluctuating velocity fields. These fluctuations mix

transported quantities such as momentum, energy, and species concentration, and cause the

transported quantities to fluctuate as well. Since these fluctuations can be of small scale and high

frequency, they are too computationally expensive to simulate directly in practical engineering

calculations. Instead, the instantaneous (exact) governing equations can be time-averaged,

ensemble-averaged, or otherwise manipulated to remove the small scales, resulting in a modified

set of equations that are computationally less expensive to solve. However, the modified

equations contain additional unknown variables, and turbulence models are needed to determine

these variables in terms of known quantities.

It is an unfortunate fact that no single turbulence model is universally accepted as being

superior for all classes of problems. The choice of turbulence model will depend on

considerations such as the physics encompassed in the flow, the established practice for a specific

class of problem, the level of accuracy required, the available computational resources, and the

amount of time available for the simulation.  To make the most appropriate choice of model for

an application, one needs to understand the capabilities and limitations of the various options.

FLUENT provides the following choices of turbulence models:

•  Spalart-Allmaras model

•  Standard k-e model
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•  Renormalization-group (RNG) k-e model

•  Realizable k-e model

•  Reynolds stress model (RSM)

•  Large eddy simulation (LES) model

The simplest "complete models" of turbulence are two-equation models in which the

solution of two separate transport equations allows the turbulent velocity and length scales to be

independently determined. The standard k-e model in FLUENT falls within this class of

turbulence model and has become the workhorse of practical engineering flow calculations in the

time since it was proposed by Jones and Launder. Robustness, economy, and reasonable accuracy

for a wide range of turbulent flows explain its popularity in industrial flow and heat transfer

simulations.  It is a semi-empirical model, and the derivation of the model equations relies on

phenomenological considerations and empiricism.   For these reasons, and its considerable

relative speed with respect to the other models, the standard k-e model was used for all the

turbulent flow simulations.

As the strengths and weaknesses of the standard k-e model have become known,

improvements have been made to the model to improve its performance. Two of these variants

are available in FLUENT: the RNG k-e model and the realizable k-e model.

5.7 Simulation of Mixing Tank

5.7.1 Initial modeling
The initial simulation was done assuming a 2D axisymmetric model. The tank was

dimensioned similar to the one at the Nonwovens laboratory. This model was only to test the

newly acquired software from the perspective of the problem at hand and to ascertain how

expensive each computational run would be from a temporal standpoint.

5.7.2 Baffled tank simulation
Further simulation was performed using a 3D moving reference frame model of the tank

with four baffles added (Fig. 3). Detailed below are the parameters and critical dimensions used

in the modeling of the baffled tank.
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Figure 5.1: Simulation Model Dimensions
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3D Simulation Model Data

Analysis Type: 3D Cylindrical

Analysis Model: Moving Reference Frame

Tank Information:

Bottom Shape: Flat

Diameter: 0.772 m

Height: 1.195 m

Liquid Height: 0.855 m

Liquid Volume: 0.400 m3

Top Surface Type: Symmetry

Baffle Information:

Number of Baffles: 4

Top Height: 1.050 m

Bottom Height: 0.050 m

Figure 5.2: Baffles and impeller used in 3D simulations
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Width: 0.060 m

Distance off the Wall: 0.030 m

Thickness: 0.020 m

Shaft Information:

Distance off the Bottom: 0.250 m

Diameter: 0.025 m

Rotational Speed: 31.400 rad/s (enough to ensure that the flow is in the turbulent region)

Direction of Rotation: Clockwise

Impeller Information:

Impeller Name:.......................Default

Description:.........................Default Velocity Impeller

Impeller Type:.......................Twisted Blade

Instance Data:

Axial Location:......................0.400 m

Outer Diameter:......................0.260 m

Instance Pumping Direction:..........Down

General Data:

Number of Blades:....................3

Parametric Data

Parametric Data For: Twisted Blade

Hub Diameter:........................0.085 m

Hub Height:..........................0.077 m

Blade Thickness:.....................0.015 m

Blade Width:.........................0.077 m

Angle at Hub:........................45.000 deg

Angle at Tip:........................45.000 deg

Fixed Data:

v-units: (m/s 1 0)
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Curve Type:  Piecewise

Curve Position:......................Below

Curve Offset (from centerline):......0.067 m

Curve Offset (from blade):...........0.040 m

Geometry Data:

Discontinuous: No

Correlation Data

Power Number:........................0.000

Flow Number:.........................0.000

Fluid Property Information:

Flow Regime: Turbulent

Density: 1000 kg/m3

Viscosity: 0.001 kg/m-s

Grid Parameters

Grid Density (Cells/Tank Diameter): 40

Grid Dimensions [I, J, K]: 146,22,48

Memory Usage: 143 M

Solver Parameters:

Velocity Underrelaxation (2D): 0.300

Swirl Underrelaxation (2D): 0.300

Velocity Underrelaxation (3D): 0.300

Turbulence KE Underrelaxation: 0.600

Eddy Dissipation Underrelaxation: 0.600

Pressure Underrelaxation: 0.700

Body Force Underrelaxation: 1.000

Viscosity Underrelaxation: 0.600
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MixSim Correlations Report:

Impeller Correlations:

Impeller Name:.......................Default

Impeller type:.......................Pitched

Reynolds number:.....................337828

Froude number:.......................0.6619

Power Draw:..........................234.511 w

Flow Rate:...........................0.0788 m3/s

Tank Correlations:

Single or Multiple Impellers

Number of Impellers:.................1 (Single Impeller)

Aeration Number:.....................<not available>

Flooding Aeration No:................0

Completely Dispersed Aeration No:....0

Gas Holdup:..........................<not available>

Mass Transfer Rate:..................<not available>

Degree of Agitation:.................1

Turnovers per Minute:................11.8133

Njs:.................................3.0165 rad/s
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The objective of this was three-fold:

•  To test the newly acquired software from the perspective of the problem at hand and to

ascertain how expensive each computational run would be from a temporal standpoint.

•  To analyze the basic fluid flow regime in a mixing tank with baffles

•  To establish a foundation model capable of delivering solutions of a satisfactorily high

degree of accuracy.

5.8 Simulation results

•  It was observed that the areas of lowest turbulent kinetic energy were observed at the corners

behind the baffles in the tank. (See Fig. 5.3). These points are stagnation points.

•  The installed baffles effectively break up the large central vortex observed in unbaffled

mixing tanks.

•  Local eddies are formed in the wake (behind, relative to fluid flow direction) of each baffle.

These points are close to the stagnation points behind the baffles.

Figure 5.3: Figure showinng K. E. above impellers
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Figure 5.4: Slice showing kinetic energy of turbulence

Figure 5.5: Velocity magnitude contours of a slice through the impeller
blades (top view)
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5.9 Simulation of solid particles

In addition to solving transport equations for the continuous phase, FLUENT allows you to

simulate a discrete second phase in a Lagrangian frame of reference.  This second phase consists

of spherical particles (which may be taken to represent droplets or bubbles) dispersed in the

continuous phase.  FLUENT computes the trajectories of these discrete phase entities, as well as

heat and mass transfer to/from them.  The coupling between the phases and its impact on both the

discrete phase trajectories and the continuous phase flow can be included.

After obtaining a converged solution for the mixing tank described above, the solution was

used to construct a discrete phase model. This is the injection of a solid phase into the flow

domain to study the behavior of the injected particles in the turbulent flow as a post-processing

operation (i.e., it is assumed that the presence of the solid phase does not affect the behavior of

the much more dominant fluid phase). The injected discrete solid phase was modeled as close to a

1.5 denier/filament, 0.25” chopped PET strand as the software would permit (See Fig. 5.6).

Particle tracking was performed for the fiber-representative particles in the solved flow

domain. This allowed us to understand the kinetic behavior of the fibers in the tank to a

substantial extent. When the flow is turbulent, FLUENT will predict the trajectories of particles

using the mean fluid phase velocity.

In the stochastic tracking approach, FLUENT predicts the turbulent dispersion of particles

by integrating the trajectory equations for individual particles, using the instantaneous fluid

velocity, u(bar) + u^'(t), along the particle path during the integration.  By computing the

trajectory in this manner for a sufficient number of representative particles (termed the "number

of tries"), the random effects of turbulence on the particle dispersion may be accounted for.  In

FLUENT, the Discrete Random Walk (DRW) model is used. In this model, the fluctuating

velocity components are discrete piecewise constant functions of time.  Their random value is

kept constant over an interval of time given by the characteristic lifetime of the eddies.
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Calculations:

 Density = 1360 kg/m3 = 1.36g/cc

1.5 denier = 1.5 g/9000m = 1.5 g/9000000mm

So, mass per fiber = (1.5/9e6) * 6.35 g

=> Volume per fiber = (1.5/9e6) * 6.35 / 1.36 g/cc

Area of cross section = 3.14 * R2

=> R=((1.5 * 6.35) / (9e6 * 3.14*1.36*0.635))0.5 cm = 6.247e-3mm

=> Diameter of equivalent spherical particle = 1.249e-5 m

So, diameter of 
spherical particle = 
1.249e-5 m

Volume(actual fiber)        =             Volume(sphere)

Length = 0.25”
1.5 denier/filament

Figure 5.6: Particle Representation in Simulations
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5.10 Discrete phase model predictions

The motion of these particles in the flow domain was studied and the following predictions

were obtained:

Discrete phase particles (“PET filaments”) show a tendency to collect at the stagnation

points behind the baffles -- The residence time of the particle was greatest at points of stagnation

behind each baffle in the tank (See Fig 5.7).

Here, we can suggest a hypothesis:

All other parameters remaining constant, the probability of rope formation at a point

is directly proportional to the local mass concentration of fibers at that point.

Of course, this hypothesis must be validated with experiments. This has been done and the

experimental procedures and results have been detailed in the next section.

5.11 Further Simulation Work

Further modeling was done to see how changing the shape of the baffles would affect vortex

formation.

Two separate simulations were performed to attempt to establish a relation between the two:

A 2D model of a straight wall with a conventional baffle attached to it was designed and the

flow of water over it was studied.

Points of
stagnation

Figure 5.7: Points of stagnation in mixing tank
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A 2D model of a straight wall with a modified baffle (having a triangular cross section, with

height same as that of the conventional baffle used in the previous simulation) was designed and

the flow of water over it was studied.

The results from these simulations were studied. It was seen that the vortex behind the

modified baffle was smaller and possessed less kinetic energy than the vortex behind the straight

baffle. (Compare Figs. 5.8 and 5.9).

Conclusion: From the work done so far, it can be hypothesized that modifying baffles to

make smoother the transition between them and the wall to which they are attached would result

in formation of fewer rope defects, at least as far as that locale is concerned. Experimental

validation of this was performed in order to verify these results and this is presented in the nest

section.
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Figure 5.8: Velocity vectors showing the flow of water over a conventional baffle (cross section shown)

Figure 5.9: Velocity vectors showing the flow of water over a modified baffle (cross section shown)
Note the size of the reduced eddy
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2 mins (0.01%) 4 mins (0.01%) 5 mins (0.01%)

Figure 6.1: Sample Hand-sheets

6. Experimental Validation of Predictions

Initial samples were obtained from the mixing tank using the sample-capturing device. It

was found that fairly uniform hand sheets were obtained for analysis (see Figure 1).

The log defects on the hand sheets were quantified and the relationship between log defect

formation and dispersion time was determined (see figure 2). It can be clearly seen that on a log

scale, log defect count decreases linearly with increasing agitation time. So, as the mixing time is

increased, we can expect to obtain fabric with lesser number of log defects. These results concur

with those presented by Shiffler [4].
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Figure 6.2: Plot showing variation of log defects with dispersion time
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The following experiments were performed in an attempt to validate the results obtained from the

simulations described in the previous section.

A 55-gallon disposable mixing tank was obtained and four baffles were installed in it. A

Lightnin mixer was installed in the center of the tank. The tank was filled with water and PET

fibers were added to it at a concentration of 0.01% by mass. The fiber was allowed to disperse for

about 8 minutes (until it was felt that the bundles of fibers were dispersed and the system had

attained a quasi-steady, periodic turbulent flow). Two beakers of 400ml volume were used to

simultaneously obtain samples of the medium from a point behind an arbitrary baffle where local

eddies were observed and from a point close to the center of the tank (see figure).

Figure 6.3: Points where samples were extracted from the tank

Caveat:  The figure shown above is not entirely “accurate” if considered as a representation

of the flow domain at a given specific instant. The simulation only informs the user that if

averaged over a large period of time, and if considered to be a time-periodic, (quasi) steady flow,

then the flow domain would theoretically resemble the figure above. At any rate, over a number

of readings, the effective flow domain resembles the above figure within acceptable levels of

tolerance.

The following experiments were conducted:

(i) The fibers in each sample were extracted and weighed.

Point a

Point b
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It was observed that the weight of the fibers obtained from point (a) was about 36% greater

than the weight of the fibers obtained from point (b) (See Table 6.1).

Table 6.1:Weights of fiber at points (a) and (b)

Conclusion: Fiber particles do tend to collect at areas of stagnation and local eddies behind

baffles in a standard mixing tank.

(ii)We initially hypothesized that probability of rope formation at a point is directly

proportional to the concentration of fiber at that point. Sample hand sheets were taken from points

(a) and (b) and analyzed for rope defects. It was observed that points of local eddies (in this case,

behind the baffles) were significantly more conducive to rope formation and precipitated a larger

number of rope defects (43% increase) than points towards the center of the tank (See Table 6.2)

Reading no. Behind baffles-- point (a)
(rope defects/ hand sheet)

Center of tank-- point (b)
(rope defects/ hand sheet)

Increase (%)

1 6 4 50

2 7 4 75

3 8 6 33

4 6 6 0

5 5 3 66

6 5 4 25

7 6 3 50

Average 43

Reading no. Behind baffles –
point (a)

(weight in gms.)

Center of tank –
point (b)

(weight in gms.)

Increase (%)

1 0.039 0.033 18

2 0.041 0.029 41

3 0.053 0.037 43.2

4 0.048 0.035 37.14

5 0.050 0.037 40.54

6 0.052 0.038 36.84

7 0.045 0.032 40.62

8 0.049 0.037 32.43

Average ���� 36.22

Table 6.2: Comparison of rope defects at points (a) and (b) after 7 minutes dispersion time
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Conclusion: The combination of stagnation points and proximate local eddies significantly

increase the formation of rope defects. Areas of higher concentration of fiber, when near or in

eddies, give rise to a greater number of rope defects.

Modified baffles were designed in order to validate the hypothesis that smaller eddies would

cause a lesser number of rope defects.
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The experiment was run using the exact same parameters as described above and in section

4.2:

A 55-gallon disposable mixing tank was obtained and four baffles were installed in it. A

Lightnin mixer was installed in the center of the tank. The tank was filled with water and PET

fibers were added to it at a concentration of 0.01% by mass. In the first set of experiments, the

baffles used were conventional baffles with a width of 1/12th the diameter of the tank.

Baffle width: 1.875”.

Baffle height: 31.5”.

The samples were collected at dispersion times of 15, 23, 30, 37 and 45 minutes.

A second set of experiments was conducted, but this time, replacing the standard baffles

with modified baffles.

Both sets of hand sheets obtained from the experiments were analyzed for log and rope

defect counts. The results obtained are shown in the figures 6.3 and 6.4 below. For actual data

values, refer to appendix B
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Rope defects with dispersion time for 0.25" PET, 1.5 
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Figure 6.4: Effect of modified baffles on rope defects
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Effect of Modified Baffles on log defects  for 
0.25" PET
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Figure 6.5: Effect of modified baffles on log defects
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A few interesting conclusions can be drawn from the graphs shown above:

•  Modifying the baffles in a mixing tank, as done in the experiments, results in reduced rope

formation at various dispersion times. This is because of the lower intensity and kinetic

energy of the vortices formed behind the modified baffles.

•  Modifying the baffles as done here can result in increased log count. This is because of the

decreased shear force exerted on the fiber bundles by the flow. Modifying the baffles as it

was done in the experiments decreases velocity gradients in the flow field and hence, shear

force.

•   The experiments were conducted for three different fiber lengths and it was observed that

the results for each of them were consistent with one another.
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7. Image Analysis

Currently, industrial quality control of wet-laid nonwoven fabrics chiefly involves

identification of defective and usable fabrics using visual methods of inspection. This makes the

whole process very observer-dependent and gives way to gray areas as far as the exact definition

of a “defect” is concerned. At the outset of this area of the research, the idea was to explore the

feasibility of image analysis techniques so that the following objectives can be achieved:

•  To figure out a way to simplify the detection of defects.

•  To find a technique to establish a “benchmark” defining exactly what is a defect and what is

not.

•  To eliminate gray areas in quality control in order to easily point out permissible fabrics and

reject fabrics that are below the standard.

•  In summary, to find a reliable way to perform online quality control of wet-laid fabrics

without much human involvement once the standards and parameters for that particular

fabric are set.

The following section will take the reader through a brief discourse on image analysis. The

next section will go on to explain its relevance to the wet-laid nonwoven problem that we are

trying to solve. Then we shall explain how exactly image analysis has been used to meet the

objectives shown above.
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7.1 Introduction to image analysis

An image is a rendering of a real object or situation—a scene—on some preserving medium.

The process of rendering is called imaging. Imaging is a general term for all kinds of rendering

techniques: charcoal drawing, oil painting, aquarelle, photography, videotaping, sculpture.

Imaging is often done from the imagination, with no real object or scene as an example. In other

cases, imaging is done from a real existing scene or object.

In order to use an image for scientific purposes, a mathematical description (as a function) of

it is usually necessary. Furthermore, a set of mathematical techniques for extracting the desired

knowledge from the given function(s) is needed. A 2D black-and-white image can be described

as follows [7]:

There is a horizontal dimension called ‘x’. ‘x’ belongs to the real interval [0,a].

There is a vertical dimension called ‘y’. ‘y’ belongs to the real interval [0,b].

‘a’ and ‘b’ may or may not be equal. They are usually of the same order of magnitude.

The intensity function f(x, y) describes the intensity in each point in the interval [0,a] × [0,b].

The function does not exist outside this interval. The domain of the function f(x, y) is shown in

Figure 7.1.

The 2D image is described in a domain [0,a] × [0,b] and described by the
intensity function f(x,y). In image analysis, the origin is usually given in

the upper left corner. The x axis goes from left to right and the y axis
goes downward. This has to do with broadcast television standards.

Figure 7.1: Domain of the function f(x, y)
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“Images” have certain characteristics [9]. They

•  Represent real or imaginary objects

•  Represent certain aspects only

•  Visual appearance

•  Physical appearance

•  Symbolic properties

•  Have meaning within specific context

•  Are discrete and usually two dimensional

•  Are dimensionally finite and limited to a finite number of colors

The Relation of Image Analysis to Data Analysis

Image analysis does not exist separately from other mathematical and statistical disciplines.

Statistical data analysis and image analysis have many common topics. Figure 7.2 shows the

relations of different scientific disciplines dealing with non-image and image data.

Data analysis or processing occurs when data are transformed to new data. The creation of

statistical parameters describing a distribution from a data set is a typical example of this. The

term 'analysis' is often used when the result of the operations leads to some conclusion related to

the problem definition. Processing is used when the result of the operation is a transformed

version of the data, to be used for further calculations.

A similar thing can be stated about the image operations. An image leading to a new image

is called image processing. The new image may have some desired property for subjective

interpretation. Analysis as contrasted to processing is an operation that leads to conclusions. In

image analysis, some problem-definition-related conclusion is produced. This is usually by way

Figure 7.2: Images and data, analysis and processing are related to each other
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of data reduction, so image analysis in the strict sense is a reduction from image to data. For

example: in medical imaging, the result is usually not the image, but the decision of whether to

operate on the patient or not and at which location to operate.

The subject of scientific visualization or computer graphics is about the use of visualization

for interpreting large amounts of data. The data used are often simulated or the result of a

computation on sets of equations. Here the route is from data to images or graphs. In order to

make use of the techniques of scientific visualization, also real, measured data may be used. More

about scientific visualization can be found in Nielson and Shriver (1990), Nielson and Rosenblum

(1991), Low (1991) and in the IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications.

The strict partitioning of operations as in Figure 7.2 is only an aid in understanding the

processes going on. A complete analysis will always be a mixture of different operations. As an

example, one could go from an image to a data matrix, transform this matrix and represent the

results of the transformation graphically.

Types of image representation can be grouped into four broad categories—Analog,

Semantic, Symbolic and Intrinsic.

Analog Representation:

In this type of representation, gray levels (or colors) are proportional (analog) to light

intensity and depend upon

•  Illumination

Image Representation

Analog Semantic Symbolic Intrinsic

Figure 7.3: Types of Image Representation
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•  Imaging geometry

•  Viewing angles

Examples of this type include photographs, radiograph (transmitted X-rays), scintigram

(emitted gamma-rays) and ultrasonogram (reflected ultrasounds).

Intrinsic Representation:

In this type, gray levels (or contours, etc.) are proportional to intrinsic properties of objects

(dimensions, density, etc.) and do not depend on illumination. They may, however, depend on

viewing (or rendering) angle.

Examples of this type of image include elevation, AST/STM image, range image and gravity

map.

Symbolic Representation:

Symbols mark the presence of specific features and do not depend on illumination ideally.

They may depend on viewing or presentation angle.

Examples of this type include labeled features, lines (roads, rivers), areas (urban, cultivated

land), textures (forests, deserts) and shapes (characters).

Semantic Representation:

In semantic representation, information conveys a meaning related to a specific context or

application and depends on semantic context.

Examples of this include topographic maps, radiographs annotated with diagnostics and

detected features that signify danger.

Two techniques have been used in this work to meet the above objectives:

1. A technique to automate identification of defects such as ropes and logs.

2. Image analysis technique to perform mass uniformity tests on the fabric to determine

whether the fabric is uniform or not.

The sections below elaborate on these image analysis techniques.
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7.2 Automatic Detection of logs and ropes

The following steps were used in this order in the algorithm, which performs automatic

detection of logs and ropes:

•  Relaxation

•  Thresholding

•  Inverting

•  Median Filtering

•  AND Filtering

•  Dilating

•  Tracking and eliminating objects falling outside a specified ellipticity or area.

 In order to understand the above steps and appreciate their relevance to the problem at hand,

we must describe each of the key phrases and the manner in which they process the image.

Image-to-Image Operations

Image-to-image operations are operations in which one image is transformed into another

(usually closer to the solution). These may be subdivided into classes of operations. This

subdivision is useful for understanding the concept of image processing. A number of useful

classes of image operations are given in Table 7.1. The main criteria for the subdivision are based

on whether spatial or intensity resolutions are changed.

Pointwise or radiometric operations

Local filter operations

Global transformations

Geometrical operations

Many-image operations

Table 7.1: Classes of image-to-image operations

Pointwise operations work only on the intensity resolution of one image. Each pixel is

operated on without consideration of the contents of neighboring pixels. The name 'radiometric
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operations' is also used. An extreme case of reduction of intensity resolution is when the

operation creates a binary image. This is called segmentation.

Local filter operations work in such a way that a resulting pixel value is dependent on all or

some of the pixel values in a small neighborhood of the original. Neighborhoods of 2 × 2, 3 × 3,

…, 25 × 25 are used.

Gradient and derivative operations, high- and low-pass filtering, and median filtering are

common. The operations are used to reduce random noise (median, high- and low-pass filter) or

to enhance (gradient filters) certain aspects of the image. Some very advanced texture detection is

also possible by using neighborhood operations.

Global transformations are such that each pixel in the output contains some information

about all pixels in the input. Fourier and Hadamard transforms are typical. They are used for error

correction, deconvolution, spatial frequency filtering, etc. More details can be found in Huang

(1979), Pratt (1978), Gonzalez and Woods (1992) and Clarke (1985). For the tomographic

techniques, global transforms such as the Fourier transform are an essential part of the image

formation process itself.

Geometric transformations are mainly carried out on the spatial indices i and j of the image.

They can be rotations, mirroring, stretching and shrinking. Sometimes interpolation of intensities

is necessary. Geometric operations are often carried out to get a better match between two images

of the same scene or object that have to be compared. For an example: with an X-ray and an MR

image of the same region in the same patient, it may be necessary to do mirroring, rotation and

other operations to get the match that eases interpretation based on both.

Operations on many images are also possible. They are of the algebraic type or of the

geometrical type or combinations. The algebraic operations of subtraction, multiplication and any

linear or non-linear combination of a number of images are possible and can often lead to useful

results. On binary images, Boolean logic operations can be used.

The following paragraphs elaborate on the image-to-image operations (or image processing

operations) that have been sequentially followed in order to arrive from the raw 2D image of the

fabric sample to the processed image (the image containing only the log and rope defects).

Relaxation:

Relaxation is a sequential method that uses the information obtained from earlier processing

of points as criteria for accepting a new pixel as part of an object. This is a method that groups

gray levels into appropriate classes based on the gray level of the immediate neighborhood. The
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method determines the probability for each pixel and adjusts the gay level accordingly. The net

result is an image in which gray levels have been separated, making thresholding (which will be

discussed next) an easier task.

This method of thresholding is effective in isolating fibers from the background in point-

bonded nonwovens.

Thresholding:

Thresholding, also known as segmentation, refers to procedures that convert an image into a

monochrome (black and white or binary) one. This is a necessary step as most analysis routines

require a binary image as their input. There are many methods available. Some are listed below.

•  Simple thresholding

•  Edge thresholding

•  Texture thresholding

•  Split and merge and Region Growing

The cardinal point to consider while thresholding is whether a pixel belongs to the object or

the background (and hence, should it be converted to white or black).

The thresholding method we used here is called “simple thresholding”. Simple thresholding

is accomplished by preselecting a cut-off value. This cut-off value is often the mean intensity of

the image. Simple thresholding works well when the objects are well separated from the

background. This requires an image with a high degree of contrast.

Simple thresholding often fails when the image does not have sufficient contrast because the

classification decision at each point is made independently of the decisions made already for

other points. The results are therefore often unsatisfactory. Simple thresholding fails when the

image histogram does not show a clear break between the intensity ranges occupied by the

objects and the background. The results can be significantly influenced by the threshold cut-off

value.

The quality of thresholding can be improved by employing a local contrast enhancement

technique to help separate the objects of interest and the background further apart in their gray

level intensities. An effective local contrast enhancement technique to help thresholding is called

“relaxation” which we discussed earlier.

Inverting:

Inverting is the simple process of converting all black pixels of a binary image into white

and all white pixels into black. We used this in the problem solving routine because the
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subsequent operations such as AND filtering, dilating and tracking actually assume that the

objects of interest in the binary images are black on a white background, whereas at the point

after thresholding, our images are comprised of white objects on a black background (because the

fibers used are white and the background fabric is black in color). Hence, for the algorithm to

make any sense and work as it is supposed to, after thresholding, inversion must be performed

before any of the subsequent steps are undertaken.

Median Filtering:

In median filtering, the center pixel is replaced by the median of the neighborhood, for every

pixel in the image. The results are stored in a second image. This procedure is extremely useful

for removing high frequency noise. In median filtering, one must make sure that the median is not

the signal of interest, else it may be removed by this method.

AND Filtering:

AND filtering is used to reduce noise in the image by ANDing the binary image with the

same image displaced and superimposed according to a template set by the user. The template

governs the directions of displacement of the image prior to its superimposition on the original

image.

Dilating:

Dilating an image by a structuring element B expands the image in a manner determined by

B.

Tracking:

This is simply the tracing and extraction of the object boundaries.  This is recommended

before any measurements are made to see which boundaries can be tracked and measured fully.

If too many of the boundaries are lost during tracking, one may have to filter the image to

improve the retention of the boundaries.

Eliminating:

This special routine has been designed and implemented just for detection of logs and ropes

in wet-laid nonwovens. The routine works on the concept that logs and ropes are essentially

“long” objects, that is, they have a much higher aspect ratio and ellipticity as compared to other

objects in the image such as clumps or blobs (defined here as objects that are more or less round).

The processed image so far consists of these blobs and the log and rope defects. In order to filter

out these blobs from the image, the routine requests two inputs from the user. One, a lower and

upper bound for the ellipticity of the desired objects of interest (rope and log defects), and two, a
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lower and upper bound for the area (in number of pixels) that desired objects can be permitted to

possess. The second parameter is included because small lines or aberrations that may not

actually be defects may also be counted as defects if they fall within the ellipticity bracket and we

want to eliminate those. Rope and log defects will definitely fall within a certain bracket of area

and ellipticity, and these will be retained. All objects that do not satisfy either of these two criteria

will be eliminated.

Therefore, the final image will consist of only the log and rope defects that were initially

present on the image. Now, counting is merely a question of counting every object in the final,

processed image.

7.3 Images and results

Some of the sample images and their processed results (after going through all the steps

described above) are shown below in figures 7.4.
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5 mm Figure 7.4: Original and final images
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5 mm Figure 7.4: Original and final images
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7.4 Uniformity test for hand sheets

An approach frequently used in ecology for evaluating spatial uniformity is to divide the

area of interest into regions of equal area where the expected number of cell counts for a

distribution generated by a random process is the mean of the Poisson distribution. This method is

known as the quadrant method. The idea behind this method of analysis is that spatial patterns

can be classified into three broad categories of Uniform, Random and Aggregated [8].

This takes a very simple view of spatial patterning. The question that this methodology

attempts to answer is that given the location of one individual, what the probability is that another

individual is nearby. There are a number of statistical methods available for evaluating the degree

of 'randomness' of spatial patterns. The following methods, however, we feel are appropriate for

images composed of objects representing units. Let's examine the properties associated with

random spatial patterns and the corresponding statistical distribution, the Poisson.

If randomness prevails, the Poisson distribution is the appropriate statistical descriptor of the

data. The Poisson distribution is a discrete frequency distribution that is mathematically very

simple as it depends only on one parameter, the mean. The terms of the Poisson distribution are

defined as:

Probability of observing zero individuals in a quadrant = e−µ

Probability of observing one individuals in a quadrant = e− � �µ µ
1

Probability of observing two individuals in a quadrant = e− � �µ µ 2

2

Uniform Random Aggregated

Figure 7.5: Spatial patterns
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Probability of observing two individuals in a quadrant = e− � �µ µ 3

3!

or the general form of Poisson distribution would be:

�
��
�

�
= −

!x
eP

x

x
µµ

where  Px = Probability of observing x individuals in a quadrant

x = An integer counter; 0, 1, 2, 3

µ = True mean of the distribution

x != Factorial of x

The Poisson distribution assumes that the expected number of objects is the same in each

quadrant and is equal to µ . Any deviation can be determined by one of several tests for goodness

of fit.

A commonly employed goodness-of-fit test for Poisson data is the index of Dispersion Test.

The Index of Dispersion I, can be defined as:

I
Observed Variance

Observed Mean
s

x
= = −

2

where s2 is the observed variance and x is the observed mean. For data that fit the Poisson

distribution, this index = 1 since the mean and variance are identical. A simple test statistic for the

index of dispersion is furnished by chi-square χ 2 with n-1 degrees of freedom (n equals the

number of subsets or sample squares). The test is two tailed: uniform spacing implies that

s x2 < whereas aggregation implies s x2 > . A random classification is obtained when X2
0~975 <

observed X2 < X2
0~025.
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Figure 7.6: Chi-square vs. degrees of freedom

Figure 7.6 shows two samples taken from a mixing tank with a 0.01% consistency of 0.25”

PET fibres. The figure on the left shows a less uniform web as compared to the sample on the

right. The quadrant method was applied to both the samples and the chi-square values were

calculated for upto 144 degrees of freedom. The curves below each of the images may be studied

and therefrom the conclusion can be derived that the right image is actually more uniform than

the left image. This inference is derived from the fact that the average slope of the curve

corresponding to the left-hand image is greater than that of the curve corresponding to the right-

hand image.
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Figure 7.6: The Quadrant Method as applied to two wet-lay sample hand-sheets
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8. Conclusions and Recommendations

8.1 Conclusions

The following lines summarize the inferences and conclusions drawn from all the

simulations and experiments conducted:

•  A collector was designed and fabricated, which is capable of collecting a hand sheet or other

sample from the tank or fluid flow system without greatly disturbing the fluid flow

•  The log defects on the sample hand sheets were quantified and the relationship between log

defect formation and dispersion time was determined. It can be clearly seen that on a log

scale, log defect count decreases linearly with increasing agitation time. So, as the mixing

time is increased, we can expect to obtain fabric with lesser number of log defects. These

results concur with those presented by Shiffler [4].

A thorough 3D fluid dynamics analysis of the mixing tank setup with the baffles and impeller was

conducted using CFD software Fluent 5.0. The following results were obtained:

•  It was observed that the areas of lowest turbulent kinetic energy were observed at the corners

behind the baffles in the tank. These points are stagnation points.

•  The installed baffles effectively break up the large central vortex observed in unbaffled

mixing tanks in which recirculating flow is dominant.

•  Local eddies are formed in the wake (behind, relative to fluid flow direction) of each baffle.

These points are close to the stagnation points behind the baffles.

Simulated fiber particles were injected into the 3D model mentioned above, and the motion

of these particles in the flow domain was studied and the following predictions were obtained:

•  Discrete phase particles (“PET filaments”) show a tendency to collect at the stagnation

points behind the baffles -- The residence time of the particle was greatest at points of

stagnation behind each baffle in the tank (See Fig 5).

•  Hypothesis: All other parameters remaining constant, the probability of rope formation at a

point is directly proportional to the local mass concentration of fibers at that point.

The hypothesis was validated by experiments and found to be true. The following

conclusions were drawn from the results obtained from these experiments:
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•  Fiber particles do tend to collect at areas of stagnation and local eddies behind baffles in a

standard mixing tank.

•  The combination of stagnation points and proximate local eddies significantly increase the

formation of rope defects. Areas of higher concentration of fiber, when near or in eddies,

give rise to a greater number of rope defects.

Modified baffles were designed in order to validate the hypothesis that smaller eddies would

cause a lesser number of rope defects. Sample sheets were analyzed from experiments performed

using a mixing tank with conventional baffles and another mixing tank with modified baffled.

The following conclusions were drawn from the results:

•  Modifying the baffles in a mixing tank, as done in the experiments, results in reduced rope

formation at various dispersion times. This is because of the lower intensity and kinetic

energy of the vortices formed behind the modified baffles.

•  Modifying the baffles as done here can result in increased log count. This is because of the

decreased shear force exerted on the fiber bundles by the flow. Modifying the baffles as it

was done in the experiments decreases velocity gradients in the flow field and hence, shear

force.

•  The experiments were conducted for three different fiber lengths and it was observed that the

results for each of them were consistent with one another.

8.2 Recommendations

In the interests of furthering the research done on the flow domain in a mixing tank and its

effect on wet-laid fabrics, and based on the work done so far, several recommendations have been

put forward:

•  Explore new ways to inspect real-time fiber behavior in mixing tank. These may include:

� The use of a borescope to study fiber movement at points in the field

� The use of contrasting colored fiber to facilitate their easy observation

•  Study the flow of the fiber-water mix in the outlet piping as it is drained from the mixing

tank using:

� Simulated models through Fluent software and

� Subsequent experiments to validate the models’ predictions
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•  Further, attempt to identify points of defect formation, stagnation points and points of high

turbulence and eddies in the outlet piping

•  Develop methods to reduce defect formation in outlet piping through

� Modeling of pipes of varied configuration/design

� Simulation of flow of fiber-water mix through these pipes

� Subsequent validation of results and predictions of the simulations through experiments
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Appendices

Appendix A—Simulation model design report

FLUENT 5.0

Version: 3d, segregated, ke (3d, segregated, standard k-epsilon)

Release: 5.3.18

Title: 4 Baffles in a 3D mixing tank with solid particle injection

Models Model Settings

-------------------------------------------------------------

Space 3D

Time Steady

Viscous Standard k-epsilon turbulence model

Wall Treatment Standard Wall Functions

Heat Transfer Enabled

Melting-Freezing Disabled

Radiation None

Species Transport Disabled

Coupled Dispersed Phase Disabled

Pollutants Disabled

Soot Disabled
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Boundary Conditions

-------------------

Zone Name id type

---------------------------------------------

stationary-zone 1 fluid

mrf-zone 2 fluid

interior-4 4 interior

interior-3 3 interior

interior-8 8 interior

impeller-#1-surface 11 wall

shaft-surface-stationary-zone 33 wall

shaft-surface-rotating-zone 34 wall

baffle-surface 35 wall

symmetry-surface 46 symmetry

tank-wall-surface 47 wall

symmetry-surface:005 5 symmetry
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Boundary Conditions

-------------------------

Stationary-Zone

Condition Value

-----------------------------------------------------------

Material Name water-liquid

Specify source terms? no

Source Terms ((mass (constant

. 0) (profile )) (x-momentum (constant . 0) (profile )) (y-momentum

(constant . 0) (profile )) (z-momentum (constant . 0) (profile ))

(energy (constant . 0) (profile )) (k (constant . 0) (profile ))

(epsilon (constant . 0) (profile )))

Motion Type 0

X-Velocity Of Zone 0

Y-Velocity Of Zone 0

Z-Velocity Of Zone 0

Rotation speed 0

X-Origin of Rotation-Axis 0

Y-Origin of Rotation-Axis 0

Z-Origin of Rotation-Axis 0

X-Component of Rotation-Axis 0

Y-Component of Rotation-Axis 0

Z-Component of Rotation-Axis 1

Laminar zone? no

Porous zone? no

Conical porous zone? no

X-Component of Direction-1 Vector 1

Y-Component of Direction-1 Vector 0

Z-Component of Direction-1 Vector 0

X-Component of Direction-2 Vector 0
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Y-Component of Direction-2 Vector 1

Z-Component of Direction-2 Vector 0

X-Coordinate of Point on Cone Axis 1

Y-Coordinate of Point on Cone Axis 0

Z-Coordinate of Point on Cone Axis 0

Half Angle of Cone Relative to its Axis 0

Direction-1 Viscous Resistance 0

Direction-2 Viscous Resistance 0

Direction-3 Viscous Resistance 0

Direction-1 Inertial Resistance 0

Direction-2 Inertial Resistance 0

Direction-3 Inertial Resistance 0

C0 Coefficient for Power-Law 0

C1 Coefficient for Power-Law 0

Porosity 1

Solid Material Name aluminum

MRF-Zone

Condition Value

-----------------------------------------------------------

Material Name water-liquid

Specify source terms? no

Source Terms ((mass (constant

. 0) (profile )) (x-momentum (constant . 0) (profile )) (y-momentum

(constant . 0) (profile )) (z-momentum (constant . 0) (profile ))

(energy (constant . 0) (profile )) (k (constant . 0) (profile ))

(epsilon (constant . 0) (profile )))

Motion Type 1

X-Velocity Of Zone 0

Y-Velocity Of Zone 0
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Z-Velocity Of Zone 0

Rotation speed 31.4

X-Origin of Rotation-Axis 0

Y-Origin of Rotation-Axis 0

Z-Origin of Rotation-Axis 0

X-Component of Rotation-Axis 1

Y-Component of Rotation-Axis 0

Z-Component of Rotation-Axis 0

Laminar zone? no

Porous zone? no

Conical porous zone? no

X-Component of Direction-1 Vector 1

Y-Component of Direction-1 Vector 0

Z-Component of Direction-1 Vector 0

X-Component of Direction-2 Vector 0

Y-Component of Direction-2 Vector 1

Z-Component of Direction-2 Vector 0

X-Coordinate of Point on Cone Axis 1

Y-Coordinate of Point on Cone Axis 0

Z-Coordinate of Point on Cone Axis 0

Half Angle of Cone Relative to its Axis 0

Direction-1 Viscous Resistance 0

Direction-2 Viscous Resistance 0

Direction-3 Viscous Resistance 0

Direction-1 Inertial Resistance 0

Direction-2 Inertial Resistance 0

Direction-3 Inertial Resistance 0

C0 Coefficient for Power-Law 0

C1 Coefficient for Power-Law 0

Porosity 1

Solid Material Name aluminum
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Impeller-#1-surface

Condition Value

-----------------------------------------------------------

Wall Thickness 0

Heat Generation Rate 0

Material Name aluminum

Thermal BC Type 1

Temperature 300

Heat Flux 0

Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient 0

Free Stream Temperature 300

Apply a velocity to this wall? yes

Define wall motion relative to adjacent cell zone? yes

Apply a rotational velocity to this wall? yes

Velocity Magnitude 0

X-Component of Wall Translation 1

Y-Component of Wall Translation 0

Z-Component of Wall Translation 0

Define wall velocity components? no

X-Component of Wall Translation 0

Y-Component of Wall Translation 0

Z-Component of Wall Translation 0

External Emissivity 1

External Radiation Temperature 300

Wall Roughness Height 0

Wall Roughness Constant 0.5

Discrete Phase BC Type 2
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Normal ((polynomial angle 1))

Tangent ((polynomial angle 1))

Impact Angle Function 1

Diameter Function 1

Velocity Exponent Function 0

Rotation Speed 0

X-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

Y-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

Z-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

X-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 1

Y-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 0

Z-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 0

Specify shear stress? no

X-component of shear stress 0

Y-component of shear stress 0

Z-component of shear stress 0

Shaft-Surface-Stationary-Zone

Condition Value

-----------------------------------------------------------

Wall Thickness 0

Heat Generation Rate 0

Material Name aluminum

Thermal BC Type 1

Temperature 300

Heat Flux 0

Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient 0

Free Stream Temperature 300

Apply a velocity to this wall? no
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Define wall motion relative to adjacent cell zone? yes

Apply a rotational velocity to this wall? no

Velocity Magnitude 0

X-Component of Wall Translation 1

Y-Component of Wall Translation 0

Z-Component of Wall Translation 0

Define wall velocity components? no

X-Component of Wall Translation 0

Y-Component of Wall Translation 0

Z-Component of Wall Translation 0

External Emissivity 1

External Radiation Temperature 300

Wall Roughness Height 0

Wall Roughness Constant 0.5

Discrete Phase BC Type 2

Normal ((polynomial angle 1))

Tangent ((polynomial angle 1))

Impact Angle Function 1

Diameter Function 1

Velocity Exponent Function 0

Rotation Speed 0

X-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

Y-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

Z-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

X-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 0

Y-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 0

Z-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 1

Specify shear stress? no

X-component of shear stress 0

Y-component of shear stress 0

Z-component of shear stress 0
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Shaft-Surface-Rotating-Zone

Condition Value

-----------------------------------------------------------

Wall Thickness 0

Heat Generation Rate 0

Material Name aluminum

Thermal BC Type 1

Temperature 300

Heat Flux 0

Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient 0

Free Stream Temperature 300

Apply a velocity to this wall? yes

Define wall motion relative to adjacent cell zone? yes

Apply a rotational velocity to this wall? yes

Velocity Magnitude 0

X-Component of Wall Translation 1

Y-Component of Wall Translation 0

Z-Component of Wall Translation 0

Define wall velocity components? no

X-Component of Wall Translation 0

Y-Component of Wall Translation 0

Z-Component of Wall Translation 0

External Emissivity 1

External Radiation Temperature 300

Wall Roughness Height 0

Wall Roughness Constant 0.5

Discrete Phase BC Type 2

Normal ((polynomial angle 1))
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Tangent ((polynomial angle 1))

Impact Angle Function 1

Diameter Function 1

Velocity Exponent Function 0

Rotation Speed 0

X-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

Y-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

Z-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

X-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 1

Y-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 0

Z-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 0

Specify shear stress? no

X-component of shear stress 0

Y-component of shear stress 0

Z-component of shear stress 0

baffle-surface

Condition Value

-----------------------------------------------------------

Wall Thickness 0

Heat Generation Rate 0

Material Name aluminum

Thermal BC Type 1

Temperature 300

Heat Flux 0

Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient 0

Free Stream Temperature 300

Apply a velocity to this wall? no

Define wall motion relative to adjacent cell zone? yes

Apply a rotational velocity to this wall? no
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Velocity Magnitude 0

X-Component of Wall Translation 1

Y-Component of Wall Translation 0

Z-Component of Wall Translation 0

Define wall velocity components? no

X-Component of Wall Translation 0

Y-Component of Wall Translation 0

Z-Component of Wall Translation 0

External Emissivity 1

External Radiation Temperature 300

Wall Roughness Height 0

Wall Roughness Constant 0.5

Discrete Phase BC Type 2

Normal ((polynomial angle 1))

Tangent ((polynomial angle 1))

Impact Angle Function 1

Diameter Function 1

Velocity Exponent Function 0

Rotation Speed 0

X-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

Y-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

Z-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

X-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 0

Y-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 0

Z-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 1

Specify shear stress? no

X-component of shear stress 0

Y-component of shear stress 0

Z-component of shear stress 0
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Tank-Wall-Surface

Condition Value

-------------------------------------------------------------

Wall Thickness 0

Heat Generation Rate 0

Material Name aluminum

Thermal BC Type 1

Temperature 300

Heat Flux 0

Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient 0

Free Stream Temperature 300

Apply a velocity to this wall? no

Define wall motion relative to adjacent cell zone? yes

Apply a rotational velocity to this wall? no

Velocity Magnitude 0

X-Component of Wall Translation 1

Y-Component of Wall Translation 0

Z-Component of Wall Translation 0

Define wall velocity components? no

X-Component of Wall Translation 0

Y-Component of Wall Translation 0

Z-Component of Wall Translation 0

External Emissivity 1

External Radiation Temperature 300

Wall Roughness Height 0

Wall Roughness Constant 0.5

Discrete Phase BC Type 2

Normal ((polynomial angle 1))

Tangent ((polynomial angle 1))
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Impact Angle Function 1

Diameter Function 1

Velocity Exponent Function 0

Rotation Speed 0

X-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

Y-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

Z-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin 0

X-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 0

Y-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 0

Z-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction 1

Specify shear stress? no

X-component of shear stress 0

Y-component of shear stress 0

Z-component of shear stress 0

Symmetry-Surface:005

Condition Value

-----------------

Solver Controls

---------------

Equations

Equation Solved

-------------------

Flow yes

Energy yes

Turbulence yes
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Numerics

Numeric Enabled

---------------------------------------

Absolute Velocity Formulation no

Relaxation

Variable Relaxation Factor

-----------------------------------------------

Pressure 0.2

Momentum 0.4

Energy 0.4

Turbulence Kinetic Energy 0.4

Turbulence Dissipation Rate 0.4

Viscosity 0.7

Density 0.7

Body Forces 1

Linear Solver

Variable

--------------------------------------------------------------

Pressure V-Cycle 0.1

X-Momentum Flexible 0.1 0.7

Y-Momentum Flexible 0.1 0.7

Z-Momentum Flexible 0.1 0.7

Energy Flexible 0.1 0.7

Turbulence Kinetic Energy Flexible 0.1 0.7

Turbulence Dissipation Rate Flexible 0.1 0.7

Termination

Criterion

Sol

ver

Residual

Reduction
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Discretization Scheme

Variable Scheme

-------------------------------------------------

Pressure Second Order

Momentum Second Order Upwind

Pressure-Velocity Coupling SIMPLE

Energy Second Order Upwind

Turbulence Kinetic Energy Second Order Upwind

Turbulence Dissipation Rate Second Order Upwind
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Solution Limits

Quantity Limit

---------------------------------------

Minimum Absolute Pressure 1

Maximum Absolute Pressure 5000000

Minimum Temperature 1

Maximum Temperature 5000

Minimum Turb. Kinetic Energy 1e-10

Maximum Turb. Viscosity Ratio 100000
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Appendix B—Data tables

Showing change in numbers of log and rope defects on hand sheets
from mixing tank when conventional baffles are replaced with
modified baffles.

Using 1.5 inch, 1.5 denier PET fibers

Reading No. Dispersion time Number of

logs/100g

Number of

ropes/100g

1 15 1100 400

2 23 600 600

3 30 500 900

4 37 300 900

5 45 200 1100

With Conventional baffles

Reading No. Dispersion time Number of

logs/100g

Number of

ropes/100g

1 15 1200 200

2 23 800 200

3 30 500 800

4 37 500 800

5 45 400 900

With Modified Baffles
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Using 0.5 inch, 1.5 denier PET fibers

Reading No. Dispersion time in

minutes

Number of

logs/100g

Number of

ropes/100g

1 15 900 200

2 23 700 600

3 30 300 900

4 37 300 1300

5 45 200 1400

Conventional baffles

Reading No. Dispersion time Number of

logs/100g

Number of

ropes/100g

1 15 1000 100

2 23 800 400

3 30 500 800

4 37 500 1000

5 45 400 1100

Modified Baffles
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Using 1.5 inch, 15 denier PET fibers

Reading No. Dispersion time Number of

logs/100g

Number of

ropes/100g

1 15 600 300

2 23 700 500

3 30 300 1000

4 37 200 1300

5 45 300 1500

Conventional baffles

Reading No. Dispersion time Number of

logs/100g

Number of

ropes/100g

1 15 600 100

2 23 700 400

3 30 600 900

4 37 400 900

5 45 300 1100

Modified Baffles


